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Increase efficiency,
optimize, and build
trust with Unit4’s
solution for finance
and HR
Unit4 helps nonprofits maximize resources,
reduce costs, and increase accountability to
deliver more impactful programs. Through our
purpose-built Nonprofit model, we help you better
manage projects, programs, grants, and funding –
as well as the people who make it all happen.
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With Unit4,
nonprofits can:
• Modernize and maintain mission focus
• Maximize available funding
• Make more impactful decisions
• Build trust and accountability
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Modernize and maintain mission focus
Reduce the time spent on manual processes with automated
workflows and automated financial closing and reporting tools.

Use a modern cloud platform to meet increasing digital expectations,
save on IT support costs, and benefit from easy self-sustainable
deployment.

Empower your frontline with an intuitive solution that proactively
notifies when action is needed, ensures data accuracy, and reduces
tedious admin that keeps them from program delivery.

Unit4 is absolutely essential to the
NWMO’s future growth. It enables our
organization to standardize operational
processes, boost people satisfaction, and
forecast future change.
Jennifer Noronha, Strategic Initiative Director, NWMO

Customer success story:
Nuclear Waste Management

Organization (NWMO)

Download case study

https://www.unit4.com/sites/default/files/documents/Unit4%2520CS%2520NFP-ERP-Canada-NWMO-CS200828INT.pdf


Maximize available funding
Optimize and track funding sources across multiple complex
programs, projects, and reporting periods.

Safeguard reimbursable funds and ensure speedy repayment with
accurate and compliant grant management.

Strengthen donor relationships with increased spending efficiency
and timely fund reporting, tailored to nonprofits.

It’s no exaggeration to say that, thanks to
Unit4, we can now track the pound
someone donates through a television
appeal right through to it being used to
improve literacy in Rwanda.
Julian McGovern, Chief Information Officer, Save the Children International

Customer success story:
Save the Children International

Download case study

https://www.unit4.com/sites/default/files/documents/Unit4%2520CS%2520NFP%2520ERP%2520UK%2520Save%2520the%2520Children%2520CS201208INT.pdf


Make more impactful decisions

Centralize your data to read the past, plan the future, and create
one comprehensive financial plan.

Streamline and reduce audit costs with automated planning and
reporting tools.

Gain the insight to plan for unexpected funding or demand changes
with scenario planning, AI, and deep learning capabilities.

To date, we have not yet encountered any
situation that we haven’t been able to
solve with Unit4 ERP.
Mathias Horcher, Financial Director, Action Against Hunger Spain

Customer success story:
Action Against Hunger

Customer interview: Action Against Hunger

Learn about Financial Director Matthias Horcher’s
Unit4 ERP experience, his team’s journey to the cloud,

and their plans for the future.

Watch the video

https://vimeo.com/471350126


Build trust and accountability
Use a platform that is designed around specific nonprofit regulatory
requirements such as IATI or FAS 116 and 117.

Ensure continued compliance with grant restrictions and regulatory
requirements using specialized internal controls and flexible fields.

Ensure governance and accountability with easy review and approval
of full audit trails and timestamps.

When we met the people at Unit4 we
were impressed by their true
understanding of the sector. We were
convinced they would be able to help us
get this very complex implementation
done successfully.
Fiona Buruma, Director of Finance and Operations, War Child

Customer success story:
War Child

Customer video: War Child

This global nonprofit is now able to dedicate more
of its time & resources to achieving its vision of a world

in which no child’s life is torn apart by war.

Read more

https://www.unit4.com/our-customers/war-child
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Why the Unit4 Nonprofit
implementation model?
Unit4 has developed an implementation model
specifically built for the needs of nonprofits and the
people who make them work.
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The benefits of the Unit4 Nonprofit model

Specialized knowledge of nonprofit industry
We understand your industry, so we build tailored solutions
to give you the functionality, agility, and efficiency you need
to manage nonprofits.

Future-proof technology
Unit4 is committed to investing in technology to ensure that
our service continues to meet the changing needs of the
nonprofit industry.

Fast time to value
A faster and reduced risk implementation process means
benefits are realized quicker.

Improved data integration
Benefit from the flexibility to integrate with multiple
changing technology stacks to unify data and drive
operational excellence.

Learn more Download brochure

https://info.unit4.com/Global-NFP-2020-Nonprofit-industry-model-On-demand_LP-BOFU.html
https://www.unit4.com/industries/nonprofit-erp-accounting-software


Unit4 ERP has allowed
Heifer to have a
centralized robust, and
integrated system to
increase the impact we
have around the world.
Steve Northcutt, Director of Enterprise Systems, Heifer
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